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Introduction
The Blomquist Hale Employee Assistance (BHEA) benefit is an
important and highly effective resource for you and the people
you manage. This booklet is a guide you can use when confronting
problems that employees may be facing, as well as an important
managerial tool for the workplace. It also contains helpful information
for you in your role.
An employee’s performance can be affected by work or personal
issues. You may need to make a supervisory referral to BHEA;
however, in most cases, employees needing assistance will seek
help from Blomquist Hale on their own. It’s important to periodically
remind employees that this service is available for them and their
dependents. Please distribute Blomquist Hale materials, including
wallet cards and brochures, and emphasize the benefit at relevant
employee meetings.
Benefits of Using Blomquist Hale
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improving attendance and work of the employee
Ensuring a pleasant, productive work environment
Providing employees with guidance from licensed counselors
Reducing the chance you’ll make procedural or legal mistakes
in handling an employee’s problem
Avoiding termination of a valued employee and training costs
for a replacement
Saving your own time and reducing worry
Preserving departmental morale
And, most importantly, improving the quality of life for the
people you care about – your employees and their families

Taking advantage of BHEA is a simple process. This guidebook
will help you identify, approach, and refer a troubled employee to
Blomquist Hale.
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The Effects On Your Business
When employee behavioral issues are not addressed, the health
and continued wellbeing of your business may be at stake. Your
organization may also feel the far-reaching effects of personal or
work-related problems when they are not solved with the help of
our licensed clinicians.
Unresolved issues usually cause:
1. Higher health care utilization costs
2. Distracted employees (who cause more than double the
average rate of accidents)
3. Lowered employee productivity, by being distracted or not
fully engaged in the job
4. An increase in unplanned absenteeism
5. The ‘Ripple Effect’ – these problems begin to affect the morale
and performance of other employees, resulting in even greater
costs and lower productivity
Many supervisors have learned that utilizing Blomquist Hale can help
preserve a healthy work environment and shields your organization
from the major costs associated with untreated conditions. As a
leader and caring person, you can guide employees toward this
important resource where they can receive the help they need.

800.926.9619

Signs That An Employee Needs Help
The first indicators of trouble usually involve changes in mood,
appearance, or behavior, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Increases in absenteeism or tardiness
Long lunches, long breaks, long absences from their work station
Reduced productivity, extreme peaks and valleys in productivity
and quality of work
Lack of concentration
Reduced willingness to take responsibility for their job
Excuses for poor performance
Accidents on the job
Problems with coworkers or customers, including excessive
sensitivity to criticism, isolation from other employees, and
complaints from coworkers
Agitated, disinterested, stressed, or nervous behavior
Reduced attention to appearance
An increase in medical ailments
Emotional outbursts
The Root of the Problem

These outward signs may be the result of various personal issues,
such as difficulties in a marriage or other distressing life problems.
Financial challenges, catastrophic expenses, and overspending may
also contribute to conflict at the workplace. In some cases, medical
problems, alcoholism, or drug abuse affecting the employee, or
someone close to them, may be the cause.
Any of these issues may result in grief, depression, anxiety, or stress.
Encourage your employee to seek help from a BHEA licensed
counselor who can guide them toward a solution.
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Identifying The Problem:
A Behavioral Checklist
To define the situation, record the particular behaviors you observe.
These symptoms might be at the core of a serious problem and may
be clues that can help you recognize an employee who needs help.
Signs are most significant when they highlight a change from the
employee’s normal behavior. The following list should not be used
as a diagnostic tool.
Appearance
 Unkempt
 Inappropriate
Mood
 Withdrawn
 Sadness
 Mood swings: elation/depression; hyperactive/lethargic
 Suspiciousness
 Extreme sensitivity
 Nervousness
 Frequent irritability with others
Actions
 Physically assaultive or threatening
 Unduly talkative
 Exaggerated self-importance
 Making incoherent or irrelevant statements on the job
 Over compliance with any routine (making it a ritual)
 Frequently argumentative
 Frequent outbursts or crying
 Excessive amount of personal telephone time
 Physical complaints on the job
 Accidents on and off the job

800.926.9619

“On The Job” Absenteeism
 Absence from workspace more than their position requires
 Frequent trips to water fountain or restroom
 Long breaks
Absenteeism
 Multiple instances of improper timesheet reporting
 Excessive sick leave
 Repeated absences following a pattern
 Excessive tardiness in the morning or upon returning from lunch
 Peculiar and increasingly improbable excuses for absences
 High absenteeism rate for colds, flu, general illness, etc.
 Frequent unscheduled short-term absences (with or without
medical explanation)
 Frequent use of unscheduled vacation time
Work Patterns and Production
 Current work assignment requires more effort than usual
 Difficulty in recalling instructions, understanding office
procedures, etc.
 Displays disinterest in work
 Increased difficulty in handling complex assignments
 Difficulty recalling previous mistakes (even though these have
been brought to the employee’s attention)
 General absentmindedness and forgetfulness
 Alternate periods of high and low productivity
 Coming to work in an intoxicated condition
 Missed deadlines and mistakes due to poor judgment
 Outside complaints about the employee’s work
 Improbable excuses for these poor patterns
 Carelessness
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Identifying The Problem:
A Behavioral Checklist (continued)
Work-Related Relationships
 Overreaction to real or imagined criticism
 Significant swings in job morale
 Borrowing money from coworkers
 Difficulty relating to coworkers
 Unreasonable resentment toward coworkers
 Repeated and compulsive criticism of the organization
 Persistent request for job transfer
 Unrealistic expectation for promotion
 Abrasive with others (managers and/or coworkers)
 Inappropriate behavior at meetings
 Complaints from the community concerning the employee

800.926.9619

Helping The Troubled Employee
When you notice a change in an employee’s job performance, seek
to determine if there is a work-related issue. If there seems to be
an outside cause, review the following suggestions to assess the
situation.
1. Consider the options available to you. They include meeting
with the employee to discuss performance, or discussing
your concerns with your HR contact or supervisor. Your BHEA
representative is available at any point to advise you on how to
proceed.
2. Document the changes you have observed in the employee’s
behavior that indicate there is a problem, particularly relating
to performance and attendance. Prepare a brief written memo
outlining your concerns with the behavior of this employee. In
the Appendix (page 21), you’ll find a suggested memo. This
may be helpful as you assess and document the situation. You
may customize the text as you see fit. Send a copy of the memo
to your contact at BHEA. Call Blomquist Hale for help if you are
having problems or need further assistance.
3. Plan your meeting. Take a few minutes to decide how you will
approach the troubled employee. It is important to remember
that it is not your job to diagnose the underlying problem that is
causing the behavior. Troubling behavior can be caused by any
number of different issues. Don’t try to “play therapist” as you try
to assist. We have a licensed team to help you address the issue.
It is important that you prepare to use plain and straightforward
language to describe the behaviors that are causing difficulties.
Clearly articulate the issues. Remember, anything that is
negatively impacting the team is a job performance concern.
You have the right and responsibility to address job performance
problems with your staff. Prepare yourself to speak clearly about
your concerns, then schedule a sit-down conversation with the
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employees. You may also receive help from other internal resources,
such as your employee handbook or your HR representative.
1. Meet with the employee to discuss your concerns. When
possible, bring a written list with dates, times and other data to
help make your point as accurately as possible. Be clear in your
descriptions. Speak with personal concern, not with judgments
and accusations. Explain in detail the improvements you expect
from the employee. Obtain a commitment from the employee as
to the plan and timetable for the improvements.
2. Explain that you are referring him/her to Blomquist Hale
to address the job performance problem. Explain that BHEA
uses a solution-focused approach to address personal or work
problems and that you strongly feel Blomquist Hale’s assistance
will help to ensure that the problem is effectively addressed.
Clarify that use of BHEA is confidential and that the discussions
with counselors will not be shared without a signed Release of
Information form. Remind them that it is a free benefit, and that
services are available to employees and their family members to
help them address a broad range of concerns.
3. Contact Blomquist Hale and let us know you have a
supervisory referral. Specify whom you will refer and why.
It’s important for our team to be informed of the reason for the
referral in order to help facilitate the desired result.

800.926.9619

Do’s & Don’ts
Do take action.
Don’t expect the problem to solve itself.
Do explain that help is available through the Employee Assistance
Program.
Don’t attempt to “play therapist” and guess at the problem.
Do have written documentation of the declining job performance.
Don’t argue. Review your facts and documentation in a calm manner.
Do focus on your right to expect appropriate behavior and
satisfactory job performance.
Don’t allow yourself to get involved in the employee’s personal life.
Do focus solely on declining job performance and the offer of help.
Don’t threaten discipline unless you’re willing and able to follow
through. An employee’s refusal to schedule a BHEA appointment is
not a reason to justify termination. Such a decision should be based
on performance issues.
Do emphasize that all aspects of the program are completely confidential.
Don’t make generalizations or insinuations about the employee’s
performance.
Do explain that the employee must decide on his or her own
whether to seek assistance, but that the job performance problem
must be resolved.
Don’t discuss the personal problem with anyone other than the
employee and BHEA counselor.
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Do maintain a firm and formal, yet considerate, attitude. If the
interview becomes casual, the impact of the message will be
lessened.
Don’t sit in moral judgment of the employee.
You cannot force an employee to use Blomquist Hale, but you should
employ standard disciplinary action for continued poor performance.
Some employees will be uncooperative and refuse help. Make it
clear that your organization’s standard procedures for discipline or
termination will be followed if performance remains poor.
As needed, consult with your Human Resources representative
and take appropriate action. Encourage the employee to use BHEA
to effectively address the problem. Make it clear that continued
employment depends on the employee improving their workplace
behavior. Be firm in emphasizing the serious nature of the situation
and also in your genuine desire to help. Your intent to help must
always be at the heart of a BHEA referral; it is not to be used as any
kind of punishment.

800.926.9619

Contacting Blomquist Hale
We are available to help at any time. BHEA counselors are ready to
intervene at any point – from the time you first notice the problem,
to formal referral and beyond. Our team can also offer consultation
on how to proceed, how to cope with difficult employees, and how
to monitor improvement.
When you make a supervisory referral, the BHEA counselor will ask
you for detailed information about the employee’s performance;
however, you will not receive information about the problem or
the treatment. This will only be done if the employee provides the
therapist with a signed Release of Information form.

BHEA Corporate Office
860 East 4500 South, Suite 202, Salt Lake City, UT 84107
Main: 801-262-9619 · Toll Free: 800-926-9619
Fax: 801-262-9630
For crisis situations, call us 24/7

800-926-9619
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A Suggested Decision Process For Supervisory Referrals
Supervisor consults with BHEA
about employee’s performance

Employee refuses to
attend BHEA

Supervisor holds performance discussion
with employee and refers them to BHEA

Supervisor proceeds with
normal disciplinary action

Employee attends session at BHEA

Employee accepts
recommendation of BHEA

Employee rejects
recommendation of BHEA

BHEA informs supervisor
once the release form is signed

Supervisor coordinates
with BHEA counselor

Supervisor proceeds with
disciplinary action

* Follow your organization’s policy guide and work with Human Resources on
how to proceed in compliance with your group’s rules and regulations.

800.926.9619

Taking The Proper Steps
It is natural for any supervisor to feel a certain reluctance in
confronting a difficult employee and suggesting counseling. You
may feel responsible for the situation or worry about your ability to
manage it. Unfortunately, letting the problem continue will result in
a greater problem later on. It is best to manage the situation at an
early stage, before it becomes serious. Your organization provides
the benefit of BHEA so that you and your employees won’t have to
handle problems without proper guidance, support, information,
and experience. Our licensed team will assist you with taking action
to make positive, lasting change.
We hope you will take advantage of this outstanding benefit and
provide the essential intervention; this will resolve performance
issues and protect your organization and other workers from
the consequences of serious disruption in the workplace. Most
importantly, we hope you will discover an effective, proven way to
assist your employees when they need help.
Since 1987, Blomquist Hale has helped thousands of employees and
their dependents make lasting changes toward happy, productive
lives. Blomquist Hale is a reliable and experienced partner to help you
address and solve any distressing issues affecting your employees.
Please call us for more information and we will be happy to assist
you. It is a pleasure working with you and your organization.

blomquisthale.com
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Appendix
1. When should you call BHEA for help?
A)		When you first notice trouble with an employee
B)		Before meeting with the employee to discuss			
			performance
C)		After the first meeting
D)		When you want to make a supervisory referral
E)		At any point in the process
2. Which of these is an appropriate statement to make when
you meet with an employee whose performance has deteriorated and there are no work-related reasons for the decline?
A)		I believe you have a problem with alcohol
B)		I would like you to meet with BHEA staff and			
			let them help you resolve whatever is causing			
			the problem
C)		Set up an appointment today or you’re fired
3. When should you “play therapist” and try to define the cause
of the poor performance?
A)		When the cause is obvious: for example,
repeated instances of alcohol on the breath,
slowed reflexes, etc.
B)		When, during your meeting to discuss job
performance, the employee starts making
excuses
C)		Never! That‘s the task of the BHEA counselor

800.926.9619

4. Which statement is true?
A)		An employee’s refusal to use BHEA justifies termination
B)		When you make a supervisory referral, the BHEA			
			counselor will report, once a Release of Information
form is signed, whether the employee is keeping 			
			appointments and cooperating with BHEA
C)		An employee’s use of BHEA will be noted in 			
			his/her personnel file by HR
5. In many cases family problems are at the root of declining job performance. If a member of the employee’s family
needs help, which procedure should be followed?
A)		The employee or family member should call
BHEA directly
B)		Nothing can be done – family members are 			
			not eligible to participate
C)		The employee must first receive approval				
			from a supervisor
6. What costs are involved in BHEA counseling?
A)		It’s a pay-as-you-go fee paid by the employee
B) Each BHEA consultation costs your employee			
			nothing more. If a higher level of treatment is			
			necessary, a referral to a local provider will be made, 		
			with an effort to find a resource covered by the 			
			employee’s insurance
C) The first session costs the employee nothing, then the
employee and counselor negotiate the price
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1. In the majority of cases, employees seek BHEA assistance on
their own. Your role begins:
A)		When you notice trouble with an employee
B)		When the bottom line is threatened
C)		By educating employees about the availability of this 		
			resource through printed materials, video and
			discussion
D)		All of the above
2. Relying on BHEA is likely to result in:
A)		Fewer problems for you as the supervisor
B)		Putting off the inevitable – termination
C)		An improved work environment and better health and
			wellbeing for your employees and their families
D)		A and C
E)		None of the above
Answer key on page 23

800.926.9619

Suggested Memo
Below is the sample memo mentioned earlier that you might use as
a guide when communicating with an employee about a supervisory referral.
Subject:
To:		
From:
Date:		

Referral to Employee Assistance Program
Employee’s Name
Supervisor’s Name
Today’s Date

I’d like to express my concern for your personal and professional
welfare and to outline significant deficiencies in your work
performance. This memo does not constitute disciplinary action,
and it will not become part of your official personnel folder.
I have been your supervisor for ____ years and have known you to
be a capable and dedicated employee. In recent months, however,
there has been an unacceptable decline in the quality of both your
work and your interactions with others on the job.
Let me clarify the problems that I am addressing with you at this
time. They fall into three basic areas [customize as needed]:
1. Relationships with other employees.
• With increasing frequency, you are irritable and abrasive with
fellow employees.
• You have overreacted to criticism and have resisted
constructive suggestions.
• You have been inflexible and unwilling to respond to
reasonable requests from others.
• On [insert dates] of this year, I documented incidents where
you were significantly late on important commitments.
• With increasing frequency, you are making costly errors.
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2. Performance of your job responsibilities.
• You have repeatedly been late in completing your assignments.
On [insert dates] of this year, I documented incidents where you
were significantly late on important commitments.
• With increasing frequency, you are making costly errors.
• Most recently, your failure to inform production of a change on
a major customer’s order required costly reworking of the order.
3. Attendance.
• Your attendance has become unpredictable to the point
that you have exhausted your sick leave and have needed an
advance on your annual leave.
• You have come in late for work at least 5 times that I have
documented in the past 6 months.
• You are frequently away from your work station unnecessarily,
which decreases our productivity and burdens your coworkers.
I have contacted Blomquist Hale Employee Assistance (BHEA) and
made a supervisory referral for you to obtain their assistance in
resolving these difficulties. BHEA’s licensed counselors use a solutionfocused approach to problems that can be extremely helpful in
resolving both personal and job-related difficulties. Their assistance
will go a long way to ensure that you are successful as you address
these problems.
You can contact BHEA by calling (800) 926-9619. Your use of BHEA is
completely confidential and the discussions you have there will not
be shared without your written consent.
We will continue these discussions as we meet frequently for the
next 30 days [or appropriate time frame] and will re-evaluate your
progress at the end of that period. It is of the utmost importance
that you address these problems as soon as possible.

800.926.9619

Answer key: 1-E, 2-B, 3-C, 4-B, 5-A, 6-B, 7-C, 8-D
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Notes
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